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For the Week of August 19, 2018

Weekly Hydro Ship Activity Report
Welcome to NOAA's Weekly Hydrographic Ship Activity Report! We hope you enjoy this
reader-friendly layout for our weekly report as we update you on the progress of our NOAAship and contractor-run surveys.

Highlights of this edition of Weekly Ship Report
Fairweather concludes Arctic surveys and prepares for FISHPAC
Rainier finishes the Cascadia Margin survey and continues to San Francisco to
load USGS crew and equipment for the California Deepwater Investigations
(CalDIG) project.
All contractors are now on project.

NOAA Ships
BAY HYDRO II
Surveys in Chesapeake Bay
No report submitted.

FAIRWEATHER
FISHPAC, AK
Fairweather continued the transit to Kodiak, AK. After
arriving, the ASV was removed and FISHPAC project
gear mobilized. Project diagrams and bathymetric
surfaces can be found in Google Drive. No new
surfaces were created this week as no coverage was
collected.

Recap
Fairweather continued the transit to Kodiak, AK for a scheduled inport from Aug 19-23.
Arrived to USCG Base Kodiak on Aug 23. Fueled, then shifted to cargo dock.
Offloaded ASV and Skiff on Aug 24, loaded overhauled Markey winch.
Loaded and mobilized gear for FISHPAC cruise Aug 23 - 26.
Fairweather thanks USPHS LCDR Jesse McAllister for his assistance over the leg.

Looking Forward
Depart Kodiak on Aug 27.
Commence FISHPAC cruise activities, including testing Long Range SSS on Aug 23.
Transit to selected mapping sites for FISHPAC mapping and continue as permitted by
weather Aug 24 - Sept 1. Complete coverage will be mapped over selected areas on
the continental shelf along the Gulf of Alaska.

FERDINAND HASSLER
Ferdinand Hassler has mobilized to Norfolk, VA to
complete Hydrographic Systems Readiness Review
(HSRR) activities before getting underway for
Chesapeake Bay and Jacksonville, FL.

RAINIER
OPR-M367-RA-18, EXPRESS: Cascadia Margin
Previous progress coverage and sketches can be
found in Google Drive.

Recap
Rainier concluded operations on OPR-M367RA-18, Cascadia Margin, on Wednesday, August 22. Ship operations took place along
the southern Oregon and northern California coasts.
Rainier arrived in San Francisco, Pier 50D, for a scheduled in-port.
Load-in for the USGS CalDIG Geophysical Survey (OPR-L373-RA-18) commenced on
Friday, August 24.

Looking Forward

Mobilization for the USGS CalDIG cruise continues on Monday, August 27.
On Tuesday, August 28, Rainier will be getting underway from San Francisco for data
acquisition by ship's MBES and a USGS subbottom profiler with a team from the USGS.
The CalDIG project will take place off of the central California coast, between Monterey
Bay NMS and Morro Bay.
On Thursday, Rainier will drop two survey launch teams in the ports of Los Angeles/
Long Beach. They will be acquiring MBES data on the approaches to the port for SL318-RA-18.

THOMAS JEFFERSON
OPR-I369-TJ-18, San Juan and Ponce and
vicinities, Puerto Rico
Progress coverage and sketch can be found
in Google Drive.

Recap
Collected MBES on H13141.
Ship remained anchored in Bahia de
Guayanilla during launch survey operations.
We are thankful for the on-board support from PS Robert Short (AHB) and PS Kathryn
Pridgen (HSD OPS).

Looking Forward
The ship plans to continue work on H13141.
The ship's next inport is San Juan, PR from August 30 - September 4.
Plan to transmit H13047 and H13044 to AHB on 8/30.

Contractors

OPR-K354-KR-18 - Louisiana Coast, LA

The weekly coverage figure (OPR_K354-KR-18_Aug_27.pdf) and GeoTIFF (OPR_K354-KR18_Aug_27.tif) display all MBES coverage through August 22. The weekly progress image is
available on Google Drive.

Recap
From August 20 through August 26, 2018 (DN 232-38), OSI continued acquisition of
mainscheme and investigation survey data for project OPR-K354-KR-18.
The field crew conducted 24-hour operations aboard the survey vessel R/V OCEAN
EXPLORER within Survey H13200.
Total approximate linear nautical miles through DN 238: 8561.
The field crew returned to port August 22 to reprovision and shipped a hard drive with
all acquired data to the OSI home office for data processing. All data through August 22
has been received and is in the processing queue.

Looking Forward
For the upcoming week, the field crew will continue mainscheme acquisition in Survey
H13200.

OPR-J347-KR-18, Mississippi River

A graphic showing the general scanning coverage, which is now
complete for the project, can be found in Google Drive.

Recap
Mobile mapping survey operations for the project were completed on Friday August
17th.
The Blake is back in Gulfport, MS and preparing for multibeam survey operations.
Final preparations and sea trials of the RHIB Sigsbee were completed in Vancouver,
WA and is in route to Gulfport to arrive on Sunday, August 26th.

Looking Forward
This week the RHIB will be fit aboard the Blake and patch tests, squat tests, and weekly
checks will be conducted for both vessels with hydro surveys to start at the end of the
week.

OPR-K376-KR-18, Approaches to Port Lavaca, TX
Once MBES/SSS acquisition begins, the weekly progress GeoTiff and project progress sketch
will be available in Google Drive.

Recap
The vessel Sea Ark investigated all assigned features in Sheet F00734 (Matagorda
Bay) this week, visually inspecting each site and also collecting singlebeam data where
possible. Objects were definitively located at some of the sites. Other sites were either
too shallow to investigate further or deep enough so that they are reserved for object
detection coverage at a later time when the Bella Marie is on site with sidescan and
multibeam.
The vessel Bella Marie had mechanical issues addressed this week prior to
mobilization.
Linear Nautical Miles collected to date: 142.

Looking Forward
Mobilize the vessel Bella Marie in Corpus Christi. Sea-trial and transit to Port O'Conner
and begin SSS/MBES operations there.

OPR-J317-KR-18, Approaches to Tampa Bay, FL

Calibrations were completed on August 18, 2018 and survey
operations (100% side scan sonar with concurrent
multibeam data acquisition) commenced in Sheet 1 (H13170). Data collected to date includes
lines in the western portion of the survey area as well as crosslines and fish haven
investigations. There was minimal downtime due to equipment, maintenance and weather.
Note that the bathymetry data are preliminary from the field and have preliminary tides from
the Port Manatee (8726384) tide station applied. Final ellipsoid processing via VDatum and the
separation model will occur during post-processing. While there does not appear to be
extensive or widespread shoaling to report at this point in time, the southernmost crossline
may indicate a small area of shoaling near the charted 12 foot contour. This area will be
monitored as additional data are collected. The weekly progress GeoTiff and progress sketch
are available on Google Drive.

Recap
08/18/2018: Complete calibrations (multibeam patch test) and begin survey operations
in Sheet 1 (H13170).
08/19/2018 - 08/24/2018: Data acquisition in Sheet 1 (H13170). Additional items within
this date range noted below.
8/20/2018: Majority of crosslines collected
8/24/2018: Oil change in the morning prior to resuming survey operations

Looking Forward
The vessel will continue survey operations in Sheet 1 (H13170).
A site visit with OII and NOAA representatives is scheduled for Monday, August 27,
2018.

OPR-J311-KR-18, Offshore Chandeleur, LA
The Weekly Progress GeoTiff and progress sketch are available on Google Drive.

Recap
Both survey vessels, the M/V Atlantic Surveyor and R/V Pathfinder are now mobilized
including Sea Acceptance Testing.
R/V Pathfinder is alongside Gulfport, MS.
Leidos hydrographers concluded mobilization on M/V Atlantic Surveyor on 8/20/2018.
"Surveyor" departed Gulfport 8/21/2018 for survey area. Two (2) NAVOCEANO
personnel onboard.
On arrival at survey site, a NAVOCEANO GPS buoy was deployed. This buoy is
deployed for the duration of survey in order to utilize the data to potentially enhance the
VDatum model in the survey area.
NAVOCEANO personnel departed "Surveyor" later 8/21/2018 via crew boat to Gulfport,
MS.
"Surveyor" commenced survey.
Completed cross lines on H13136; Completed cross lines on H13135.
Continued survey on H13134.
Acquisition is approximately 15% complete.

Looking Forward

Continue survey operations with M/V Atlantic Surveyor on OPR-J311-KR-18, Offshore
Chandeleur, LA.
R/V Pathfinder will commence autonomous hydrographic survey in concert with M/V
Atlantic Surveyor early September 2018.

OPR-J359-KR-18, Apalachicola, FL
The weekly progress GeoTiff and progress sketch are available in
Google Drive.

Recap
The R/V Acadiana mobilization was completed on August 20th along with the vessel
offset survey, GAMS calibration, and patch tests. A bar check was also performed
before survey operations commenced to verify offsets.
The Acadiana started survey operations on August 21st and continues to conduct
survey operation in H13153 (Priority 1) Block 03.
On August 23rd at 2210 the vessel encountered an IMU failure, at which point they
returned to the Captain's Cove marina.
On August 24th, a new POS M/V (with underwater IMU) system was installed and
vessel offsets survey performed.
Vessel departed at 1630 and performed a GAMS calibration and patch test; Acadiana
commenced operations on August 25th at 0250.

Looking Forward
The Acadiana will continue operations in H13153 (Priority 1) Block 03, until Wednesday
August 29th.
The vessel will break off survey operations and transit to Captain's Cove Marina to fuel,
take on water and provisions.
Starla Robinson will visit the vessel and Fugro temporary office in Port St. Joe.
Extended weather forecast looks favorable.

OPR-H355-KR-18, Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary, FL

The weekly progress GeoTiff and progress sketch are available in Google Drive.

Recap
The R/V Benthos and R/V Taku were mobilized and began mainscheme acquisition in
H13169.
The R/V Taku acquired drop camera imagery.

Looking Forward
R/V Benthos and R/V Taku will continue data acquisition in H13169.
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